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Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE6LB** $20.95 $18.95
  Large HD Latex Light Powder
  (Box of 50 Large)
  • 14 mil thickness for heavy-duty usage
  • Textured fingers and palm for maximum grip

- **GLOVE300L** $21.95 $20.70
  Fast Fit Technician Glove (Large)
  • Easy-on, Easy-off for ultimate in convenience
  • Perfect for all-around use
  • Synthetic leather palm with stretch panels between the fingers
  • 2-way stretch spandex padded back

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE300L** $21.95 $20.70
  Fast Fit Technician Glove (Large)
  • Easy-on, Easy-off for ultimate in convenience
  • Perfect for all-around use
  • Synthetic leather palm with stretch panels between the fingers
  • 2-way stretch spandex padded back

- **AT4101** $27.00 $24.30
  4" Bent Tube Blow Gun
  • Use for blowing off, cleaning and drying surfaces
  • Built-in valve system – improves trigger control
  • Impact resistant material for long lasting service with galvanized blow tube for corrosion resistance
  • Lifetime warranty (Accessories not included)

- **PPN300** $14.95 $13.50
  3pc Smoothing/Prying Tools Set
  • Intended for light prying and spreading/smoothing epoxy, adhesives and silicone uniformly
  • Includes: PPN1030, PPN2040 and PPN4050 in vinyl carrying case (not shown)

- **PPN300** $14.95 $13.50
  3pc Smoothing/Prying Tools Set
  • Intended for light prying and spreading/smoothing epoxy, adhesives and silicone uniformly
  • Includes: PPN1030, PPN2040 and PPN4050 in vinyl carrying case (not shown)

- **MMG07273** $1.60
  Red Hold Everything Magnet
  • Powerful, versatile and colorful
  • 1/2" thick x 1" W x 2" L

- **AT4101** $27.00 $24.30
  4" Bent Tube Blow Gun
  • Use for blowing off, cleaning and drying surfaces
  • Built-in valve system – improves trigger control
  • Impact resistant material for long lasting service with galvanized blow tube for corrosion resistance
  • Lifetime warranty (Accessories not included)

- **GLASS31R (Red)**
  **GLASS31BK (Black)**
  Clear Safety Glasses
  • Angle and length adjustable temples
  • Soft nose pad and temple tips provide comfort
  • Anti-fog lens coating with anti-scratch protection
  • Lens provide 99.9% UV protection

- **GLASS40CEAR** $18.95 $17.06
  Blue-Point Safety Glasses with Built-in Ear Plugs
  • Nylon slides allow easy extension and retraction of tethered earplugs
  • Soft plastic nose bridge for added comfort, adjustability
  • Meets ANSI Z87.1–2010 requirements with easily replaceable earplugs included

- **VWB500** $22.75 $20.50
  5pc Mounted Points Set
  • Includes: VWB501 thru VWB505

- **VWB500** $22.75 $20.50
  5pc Mounted Points Set
  • Includes: VWB501 thru VWB505

- **PPN300** $14.95 $13.50
  3pc Smoothing/Prying Tools Set
  • Intended for light prying and spreading/smoothing epoxy, adhesives and silicone uniformly
  • Includes: PPN1030, PPN2040 and PPN4050 in vinyl carrying case (not shown)

- **MMG07046** $9.00
  Neodymium Super Magnet
  Discs (3 pack)
  • Extremely strong magnets
  • .7” D x .11”

- **MMG07273** $1.60
  Red Hold Everything Magnet
  • Powerful, versatile and colorful
  • 1/2" thick x 1" W x 2" L

- **PPN300** $14.95 $13.50
  3pc Smoothing/Prying Tools Set
  • Intended for light prying and spreading/smoothing epoxy, adhesives and silicone uniformly
  • Includes: PPN1030, PPN2040 and PPN4050 in vinyl carrying case (not shown)

- **MMG07046** $9.00
  Neodymium Super Magnet
  Discs (3 pack)
  • Extremely strong magnets
  • .7” D x .11”

- **MMGRB50BVCC** $7.50
  Pot Magnet With Black Vinyl Clip
  • For broom or tool handles
  • Each features mounted clip
  • Powerful ceramic magnet each with 35 lb. of pull

- **AT4101** $27.00 $24.30
  4" Bent Tube Blow Gun
  • Use for blowing off, cleaning and drying surfaces
  • Built-in valve system – improves trigger control
  • Impact resistant material for long lasting service with galvanized blow tube for corrosion resistance
  • Lifetime warranty (Accessories not included)

- **GA3200** $23.10 $20.79
  Blue-Point Ear Protection
  • Noise reduction rating of 28 dB for protection
  • Light weight and comfortable with cushioned head band
  • Cushioned ear pieces for a comfortable and snug fit that keeps out noise
  • Each earpiece pivots to provide a comfortable and secure fit
  • Blue hard protective ear cups for extra protection
  • Each earpiece easily adjusts to fit a variety of sizes

- **GA3200** $23.10 $20.79
  Blue-Point Ear Protection
  • Noise reduction rating of 28 dB for protection
  • Light weight and comfortable with cushioned head band
  • Cushioned ear pieces for a comfortable and snug fit that keeps out noise
  • Each earpiece pivots to provide a comfortable and secure fit
  • Blue hard protective ear cups for extra protection
  • Each earpiece easily adjusts to fit a variety of sizes

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves

- **GLOVE8LA** $19.95 $18.95
  Nitrile Technician Gloves (Box of 100 Large)
  • Resist nicks, cuts and abrasions and protects against splash from irritating chemicals
  • 3x the puncture resistance of natural latex or vinyl gloves
Limited quantities. Participating franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.

**FLITZ Motorcycle Care Kit**
- Removes oxidation, bugs, bluing, tarnish, burned on plastic and rubber on pipes
- Cleans, polishes and protects chrome, plastics, aluminum, paint, fiberglass and more
- Kit Includes:
  - Stainless Steel & Chrome Cleaner (1.7 oz.)
  - Flitz Polish Paste (1.76 oz.)
  - Waxx Protectant (1.7 oz.)

**FLITZ® Gun and Knife Care Kit**
- Everything needed to clean, polish and protect your firearms and knives
- Safe for hot glue guns
- Kit Includes:
  - Polish (1.76 oz.)
  - Rifle Gun & Knife Wax (1.7 oz.)
  - Gun & Knife Cleaner (1.7 oz.)
  - 12" x 12" Microfiber Cloth

**WOD1000 **
- **$7.15**
- **Fingernail Brush**
  - Brush to clean grease and dirt from underneath your fingernails
  - For best results, use the brush with any “WOD” series hand cleaner and/or towels

**KACKS PWAXX**
- **$14.95 $13.50**
- **16 oz. Bottle Speed Waxx**
  - Use on tool boxes, shop equipment and even tools
  - Bring back the shine, and resist water spots, dust, fingerprints and grease

**KACKCAREKIT**
- **$25.95 $23.35**
- **Premium Care Kit**
  - Above 3 are water-based and body shop safe
  - Micro-fiber cloth is machine washable, lint free and can be used wet or dry
  - Use on tool boxes, shop equipment, diagnostic hand held products and hand tools

**WOD5020**
- **$19.60**
- **Hand and Tool Cleaning Towels**
  - Towels contain lanolin and rust preventative
  - Easily removes grease and oil from hands and tools

**WODNPC18509**
- **$12.50**
- Form-A-Funnel® Flexible Draining Tool (9" L x 4.75" W)
  - Sized specifically for lawn and garden equipment and small engines, you can mold this tool into custom shapes and channels to drain liquids without making a mess

**NEP5010 & ERN5011**
- **$12.10 each**
- **Ernst® 10 Compartment 11" x 16" Organizer Trays (Available in Red or Black)**
  - Fuel and solvent resistant tray organizers
  - Fits shallow drawers in standard tool boxes

**ERN8400A, ERN8401A & ERN8402A**
- **$8.50 each**
- **ERNST 18" TwistLock Socket Rail with End Stop**
  - Simple ¼ turn and your tools are secured, each series comes in ¼", ¾" and ¾" drives
  - Socket clips will adjust to any position on either side of the rail
  - Locking end clips secure sockets on the rail
  - Easy to transport
  - Hangs vertically for convenient storage

**Magnetic Vertical Socket Rails**
- **BPMVSR14A (1/4" Dr.)**
  - $19.15 $17.00
- **BPMVSR38A (3/8" Dr.)**
  - $26.40 $23.50
- **BPMVSR12A (1/2" Dr.)**
  - $26.90 $24.00

**NWPNPC25201**
- **$21.95**
- **Absorbent Mat Roll (15" x 50')**
  - Quickly absorbs and retains all common automotive fluids and solvents, oils, coolants, water, gasoline, paint overspray, battery acid and more
  - Grit and dust-free, won’t damage delicate sensors, parts or drains
  - PIG® Mat’s 8 layers of polypolypropylene won’t fall apart even when saturated

**NWPNPC18509**
- **$12.50**
- **Form-A-Funnel® Flexible Draining Tool (9" L x 4.75" W)**
  - Sized specifically for lawn and garden equipment and small engines, you can mold this tool into custom shapes and channels to drain liquids without making a mess

**FLITZ® Gun and Knife Care Kit**
- **$21.00**
- Everything needed to clean, polish and protect your firearms and knives
  - Kit Includes:
    - Polish (1.76 oz.)
    - Rifle Gun & Knife Wax (1.7 oz.)
    - Gun & Knife Cleaner (1.7 oz.)
    - 12" x 12" Microfiber Cloth

**FORM-A-FUNNEL® Flexible Draining Tool**
- **$7.15**
- **Fingernail Brush**
  - Brush to clean grease and dirt from underneath your fingernails
  - For best results, use the brush with any “WOD” series hand cleaner and/or towels

**WOD1000**
- **$19.60**
- **Hand and Tool Cleaning Towels**
  - Towels contain lanolin and rust preventative
  - Easily removes grease and oil from hands and tools

**BPMVSR14A (1/4" Dr.)**
- **$19.15 $17.00**

**ERNST 18" TwistLock Socket Rail with End Stop**
- **$8.50 each**
  - Simple ¼ turn and your tools are secured, each series comes in ¼", ¾" and ¾" drives
  - Socket clips will adjust to any position on either side of the rail
  - Locking end clips secure sockets on the rail
  - Easy to transport
  - Hangs vertically for convenient storage

**ERN8400A, ERN8401A & ERN8402A**
- **$8.50 each**
- **ERNST 18" TwistLock Socket Rail with End Stop**
  - Simple ¼ turn and your tools are secured, each series comes in ¼", ¾" and ¾" drives
  - Socket clips will adjust to any position on either side of the rail
  - Locking end clips secure sockets on the rail
  - Easy to transport
  - Hangs vertically for convenient storage
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**LIMITED QUANTITIES.** Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.

**UNDER $25**

**NPR434501**
$28.95 $21.70
National Premium™
12½” Wall Clock
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**NPR433401**
$7.00 $5.85
National Premium
24 oz. Aluminum Wide Mouth Bottle
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**NPR447104**
$13.25 $9.95
National Premium
16 oz. Touch Travel Mug
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**SWN160293**
$8.95 $6.70
Embroidered Wrench “S” Black Hat
- Twill cap with Wrench “S” embroidered on front and Snap-on on back
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**SWN160294L & XL**
$14.95 $11.20
Navy Blue Quality Tools
1920 Wing T-Shirt
- Available in Large and X-Large; preshrunk; 100% cotton
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**SCKS1**
$25.00
Carbide Knife Sharpener
- Fixed angle of sharpening elements creates fast, easy, optimal sharpening in just 5 strokes for most blades
- 2 tungsten carbide sharpening elements secured to high-strength 6061 T6 aircraft aluminum S-shaped frame
- Slip-resistant rubber base pads reduce the chance of the sharpener from slipping while sharpening a blade
- Light and compact — can carry in your pocket

**MRB10A**
$29.25 $26.00
Blue-Point® Magnetic Rectangle Tray
- 9 1/2” x 5 1/2” Rectangular magnetic tray holds metal parts and small tools
- Magnetically attaches to any flat iron or steel surface

**JCK8**
$29.25 $26.95
Universal Fender Cover
- Non-slip, non absorbent surface conforms to the fender of any vehicle
- Easy-to-clean with soap and water
- Measures 26” W x 36” L

**UNDER $50**

**UTK150**
$30.00
Auto-Loading Utility Knife
- Quick change blade release button
- Smooth 3-position switch for retracting/reloading blades
- Retractable blade storage holds up to 5 blades

**PRN75SFS**
$32.95 $29.50
16” Folding Pruning Saw
- General purpose folding saw for cutting wood or plastics
- 2 component plastic handles for firm grip
- Blade specially coated for low friction and rust protection
- Blade locks in both open and closed position

**JCK8**
$30.00
Universal Fender Cover
- Non-slip, non absorbent surface conforms to the fender of any vehicle
- Easy-to-clean with soap and water
- Measures 26” W x 36” L

**NPR434501**
$28.95 $21.70
National Premium™
12½” Wall Clock
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**NPR433401**
$7.00 $5.85
National Premium
24 oz. Aluminum Wide Mouth Bottle
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**NPR447104**
$13.25 $9.95
National Premium
16 oz. Touch Travel Mug
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**SWN160293**
$8.95 $6.70
Embroidered Wrench “S” Black Hat
- Twill cap with Wrench “S” embroidered on front and Snap-on on back
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**SWN160294L & XL**
$14.95 $11.20
Navy Blue Quality Tools
1920 Wing T-Shirt
- Available in Large and X-Large; preshrunk; 100% cotton
- WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. LIMITED QUANTITY.

**SCKS1**
$25.00
Carbide Knife Sharpener
- Fixed angle of sharpening elements creates fast, easy, optimal sharpening in just 5 strokes for most blades
- 2 tungsten carbide sharpening elements secured to high-strength 6061 T6 aircraft aluminum S-shaped frame
- Slip-resistant rubber base pads reduce the chance of the sharpener from slipping while sharpening a blade
- Light and compact — can carry in your pocket

**MRB10A**
$29.25 $26.00
Blue-Point® Magnetic Rectangle Tray
- 9 1/2” x 5 1/2” Rectangular magnetic tray holds metal parts and small tools
- Magnetically attaches to any flat iron or steel surface

**JCK8**
$29.25 $26.95
Universal Fender Cover
- Non-slip, non absorbent surface conforms to the fender of any vehicle
- Easy-to-clean with soap and water
- Measures 26” W x 36” L

Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPCH3825</td>
<td>$47.25 $42.50</td>
<td>25' Polyurethane Recoil Air Hose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use from bench work to service bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Light weight, durable and resists kinking plus has better memory than nylon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Recoil design is self-retracting and space efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Swivel fitting on long tail end for ease of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFHARLEY</td>
<td>$33.05</td>
<td>Threaded Oil Filler (Orange) for Harley-Davidson® Motorcycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Prevents any unwanted mess by fastening and sealing onto filler neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• For Harley-Davidson® Touring bikes and Dyna® series motorcycles 2007 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFHUD</td>
<td>$33.05</td>
<td>Threaded Oil Filler (Tan) for Harley-Davidson® Motorcycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Prevents unwanted mess by fastening and sealing onto filler neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• For 1999-2006 Harley Davidson Touring Motorcycles with the “Push-in” style oil caps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFGMFORD</td>
<td>$29.90</td>
<td>Threaded Oil Filler (Green) for GM® &amp; Ford® Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFHON33</td>
<td>$29.90</td>
<td>Threaded Oil Filler (Black) for Honda®, Acura® &amp; Nissan® Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFHOY38</td>
<td>$29.90</td>
<td>Threaded Oil Filler (Red) for Toyota®, Lexus® &amp; Scion® Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWPNPC18609</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
<td>Form-A-Funnel® Flexible Draining Tool (14.5” L x 6.5” W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sized specifically for lawn and garden equipment and small engines, you can mold this tool into custom shapes and channels to drain liquids without making a mess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Thick, pliable nitrile rubber coating completely encases a thin, bendable layer of aluminum alloy that resists wear, reshape and reuse it over and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT2H</td>
<td>$44.99 $40.50</td>
<td>Extraordinarily Redesigned 6V/12V Mini Circuit Tester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Smart LED design has more brilliant light output and longer life than traditional bulb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Molded internal contact links with the LED assembly top dimple for low-loss signal transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Finger turn screw-on strain relief is easy on/off, has flexible wire protection at the critical bending point and is O-ring sealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Featuring our smallest handle and reduced length shank for limited-space jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGWRENCH</td>
<td>$44.99 $40.50</td>
<td>Blue-Point® Magnetic Bar Tool Holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Industrial strength magnets keep it secured to a metal surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Overall size is 20” (with approximately 12” of magnetic holding space)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Holds tools for quick and easy access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGWRENCH</td>
<td>$41.95 $37.00</td>
<td>Blue-Point® Magnetic Bar Tool Holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOZZLE360A</td>
<td>$39.55 $35.50</td>
<td>Blue-Point® Fireman Style Water Spray Nozzle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 5 different spray patterns for multiple applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limited quantities. Participating franchises only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.
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196CF $44.25
Needle Nose Pliers w/ Cutter
- Talon Grip™ & diamond serrated jaws provide better grip with a 57% increase in pulling power
- Ramped tips for better accessibility
- Rated to cut .049” diameter music wire

47CF $32.25
3-Position Combination Slip-Joint Pliers
- Diamond tip serrations for up to 58% more pulling power than the competition

HCL16 $47.50
16 oz. Claw Hammer
- Drop forged carbon steel head with oversized striking surface
- Polyurethane leather improves grip and offers abrasion resistance and low-temperature flexibility for unparalleled comfort
- Anti-shock core reduces vibration and hand fatigue

HBFE24 $47.95 $43.16
24 oz. Soft Grip Dead Blow Hammer
- Soft grip handle with ribbed, textured elastomer grip prevents hand slippage
- Composite handle shank improves balance while defusing shock and dampening vibration
- Internal steel canister features a free-flowing steel shot design that improves dead blow action while reducing rebound

PKN500 $41.95 $37.76
5pc Non-Marring Scraper Set
- Unique selection of tip profiles for numerous prying, scraping, aligning, cutting and shielding applications
- Tough glass-reinforced nylon will not damage automotive interior components or painted surfaces
- Features a block end that allows use with a hammer

103ITMX $59.95 $45.95
3pc 1/4” Impact Extension Set
- Includes: ITMX20, ITMX40 and ITMX60 (2”, 4”, 6”) in storage tray
- Set is an excellent accessory for the Snap-on® CT525 1/4” drive Cordless Impact Wrench

TL900L $33.95 $28.50
Blue-Point® 9” Lighted Aluminum Level
- 45°, 90° and 180° scales
- Uses (2) AAA alkaline batteries

TM615 $52.50 $47.00
Extra Long Flexible Driver
- Designed for carburetor work, this driver can also access buried distributors
- 1/4” drive at the end of a tough but flexible spring steel shank
- For low torque applications
- Cable length is 15”; overall length is 18 5/8”

GLOVE500BLA $32.95 $29.50
SuperCuff® Technician Gloves (Large)
- SuperCuff design provides total freedom of wrist movement
- Synthetic leather palm & index finger offers incredible dexterity & durability
- Ultra-sensitive fingertip design allows the user to perform the most intricate of tasks

SGDX40BR $42.95 $38.50
4pc Instinct® Soft Grip Mini-Tip Combination Screwdriver Set
- (2) flat tip and (2) PHILLIPS® tip
- Includes storage tray (not shown)

SGLASA204 $49.95 $44.95
4pc Long Pick Set
- Use for scribing, alignment, O-ring removal, piercing holes in leather or fabric and cleaning nooks and crannies
- Soft grip handles provide increased comfort and control while resisting most shop solvents
- Packaged in storage tray

GLOVE500BLA $32.95 $29.50
SuperCuff® Technician Gloves (Large)
- SuperCuff design provides total freedom of wrist movement
- Synthetic leather palm & index finger offers incredible dexterity & durability
- Ultra-sensitive fingertip design allows the user to perform the most intricate of tasks

PKN500 $41.95 $37.76
5pc Non-Marring Scraper Set
- Unique selection of tip profiles for numerous prying, scraping, aligning, cutting and shielding applications
- Tough glass-reinforced nylon will not damage automotive interior components or painted surfaces
- Features a block end that allows use with a hammer

103ITMX $59.95 $45.95
3pc 1/4” Impact Extension Set
- Includes: ITMX20, ITMX40 and ITMX60 (2”, 4”, 6”) in storage tray
- Set is an excellent accessory for the Snap-on® CT525 1/4” drive Cordless Impact Wrench

TL900L $33.95 $28.50
Blue-Point® 9” Lighted Aluminum Level
- 45°, 90° and 180° scales
- Uses (2) AAA alkaline batteries

TM615 $52.50 $47.00
Extra Long Flexible Driver
- Designed for carburetor work, this driver can also access buried distributors
- 1/4” drive at the end of a tough but flexible spring steel shank
- For low torque applications
- Cable length is 15”; overall length is 18 5/8”

GLOVE500BLA $32.95 $29.50
SuperCuff® Technician Gloves (Large)
- SuperCuff design provides total freedom of wrist movement
- Synthetic leather palm & index finger offers incredible dexterity & durability
- Ultra-sensitive fingertip design allows the user to perform the most intricate of tasks

SGDX40BR $42.95 $38.50
4pc Instinct® Soft Grip Mini-Tip Combination Screwdriver Set
- (2) flat tip and (2) PHILLIPS® tip
- Includes storage tray (not shown)

SGLASA204 $49.95 $44.95
4pc Long Pick Set
- Use for scribing, alignment, O-ring removal, piercing holes in leather or fabric and cleaning nooks and crannies
- Soft grip handles provide increased comfort and control while resisting most shop solvents
- Packaged in storage tray

GLOVE500BLA $32.95 $29.50
SuperCuff® Technician Gloves (Large)
- SuperCuff design provides total freedom of wrist movement
- Synthetic leather palm & index finger offers incredible dexterity & durability
- Ultra-sensitive fingertip design allows the user to perform the most intricate of tasks

PKN500 $41.95 $37.76
5pc Non-Marring Scraper Set
- Unique selection of tip profiles for numerous prying, scraping, aligning, cutting and shielding applications
- Tough glass-reinforced nylon will not damage automotive interior components or painted surfaces
- Features a block end that allows use with a hammer

103ITMX $59.95 $45.95
3pc 1/4” Impact Extension Set
- Includes: ITMX20, ITMX40 and ITMX60 (2”, 4”, 6”) in storage tray
- Set is an excellent accessory for the Snap-on® CT525 1/4” drive Cordless Impact Wrench

TL900L $33.95 $28.50
Blue-Point® 9” Lighted Aluminum Level
- 45°, 90° and 180° scales
- Uses (2) AAA alkaline batteries

TM615 $52.50 $47.00
Extra Long Flexible Driver
- Designed for carburetor work, this driver can also access buried distributors
- 1/4” drive at the end of a tough but flexible spring steel shank
- For low torque applications
- Cable length is 15”; overall length is 18 5/8”

GLOVE500BLA $32.95 $29.50
SuperCuff® Technician Gloves (Large)
- SuperCuff design provides total freedom of wrist movement
- Synthetic leather palm & index finger offers incredible dexterity & durability
- Ultra-sensitive fingertip design allows the user to perform the most intricate of tasks

SGDX40BR $42.95 $38.50
4pc Instinct® Soft Grip Mini-Tip Combination Screwdriver Set
- (2) flat tip and (2) PHILLIPS® tip
- Includes storage tray (not shown)

SGLASA204 $49.95 $44.95
4pc Long Pick Set
- Use for scribing, alignment, O-ring removal, piercing holes in leather or fabric and cleaning nooks and crannies
- Soft grip handles provide increased comfort and control while resisting most shop solvents
- Packaged in storage tray

GLOVE500BLA $32.95 $29.50
SuperCuff® Technician Gloves (Large)
- SuperCuff design provides total freedom of wrist movement
- Synthetic leather palm & index finger offers incredible dexterity & durability
- Ultra-sensitive fingertip design allows the user to perform the most intricate of tasks

PKN500 $41.95 $37.76
5pc Non-Marring Scraper Set
- Unique selection of tip profiles for numerous prying, scraping, aligning, cutting and shielding applications
- Tough glass-reinforced nylon will not damage automotive interior components or painted surfaces
- Features a block end that allows use with a hammer
Limited quantities. Participating franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.

---

**106BTMX**

$105.95 **$95.50**  
6pc 1/4” Drive Knurled Extension Set  
- (3¼”, 2”, 4”, 6”, 8” and 11”) in a storage tray (not shown)  
- Chamfered drive ends for easy engagement  
- Small diameter shank for maximum accessibility  
- Knurled shaft provides fingertip control

**204IMXA**

$89.95 **$80.95**  
4pc 3/8” Drive Impact Extension Set  
- 1 ¾”, 3”, 6” and 11” in a storage tray (not shown)  
- Snap-on® impact sockets are heat-treated to optimal hardness to add impact resistance and ductility  
- Superior wall construction absorbs repeated impact cycling loads  
- Includes storage tray (not shown)

**PGPS50GB**

$69.95 **$62.95**  
Pencil Tire Pressure Gauge in wooden gift box  
- Durable brass construction promotes longevity and resists corrosion  
- +/- 1% accuracy exceeds ANSI standards and allows for use on vehicles with TPMS sensors  
- Dual scale measures from 5 psi to 50 psi and from 34.4 kPa to 344.7 kPa  
- The solid maple box protects and showcases this high quality gauge

**TPGDL1000**

$100.40 **$89.95**  
Blue-Point® Backlit Digital Tire Inflator/Gauge  
- Measures from 5 to 150 psi  
- Displays reading in psi, bar, kPa or kg/m²  
- Shock proof rubber guard helps prevent damage if dropped  
- 1/4” NPT fitting for inlet air connection  
- On/Off button for display light  
- Clip on air chuck  
- Batteries included

**SGDMRC44B**

$71.95 **$64.95**  
Soft Grip Ratcheting Screwdriver Set  
- Get started with a complete screwdriver from the Soft Grip Ratcheting Screwdriver System  
- Perfectly matched combinations of magnetic bit holding shanks and handles means you can choose just what you need for your particular requirements  
- Includes SGDMRC4 Handle, SGDMRC4-40 Hex Shank, SDM213B Flat Tip Bit and SDM222IRB #2 Phillips® Bit

**SGDE70**

$67.95 **$61.00**  
7pc Mini Electronic Combination Screwdriver Set  
- Features a rotating knob with detent for precision applications  
- Soft grip for superb fingertip control  
- Coating on tips insures the best possible grip and resists peeling  
- Includes SGDE215 thru SGDE230 Flat Tip Drivers plus SGDEP200, SGDEP20, and SGDEP21 Phillips Tip Drivers in storage case

**DUAL 80® TECHNOLOGY BASED RATCHETS**

**T72**

$72.95 **$65.66**  
1/4” Ratchet  
- 7 teeth in contact with gear to provide strength and durability  
- 80 tooth gear (72 tooth gear on 1/4” Drive T series ratchets)  
- Up to 25% less ratcheting arc to engage the next gear tooth  
- Built for strength, precision and durability  
- Dual pawl design with patented sealed head that keeps out dirt and other contaminants

**F80**

$92.95 **$83.66**  
3/8” Ratchet  
- Provides protection and portability in the shop or on the road  
- Reinforced semi-rigid nylon case with padded sides for protection of valuable diagnostic tools  
- 3 padded compartments for your Snap-on diagnostic tools, plus 2 elastic net compartments for accessories  
- Zippered on three sides so case opens flat for easy access  
- 14”x19”x4” size holds diagnostic tool and many accessories  
- Sturdy sewn-in handle and embroidered Snap-on logo  
- Accommodates VERUS® PRO, VERDICT®, SOLUS™-series, ETHOS®-series, Vantage PRO™

**YA484**

$65.50 **$58.95**  
Plastic Tote Box with Removeable Tray  
- Ideal for a wide range of storage needs  
- Made of tough, injection molded plastic to ensure a precise fitting lid and durability  
- Top carrying handle, tension latches, tote tray, and padlock provision are also featured  
- 23 1/8" x 10 1/4" x 10 1/2"

**YA484**

$65.50 **$58.95**  
Plastic Tote Box with Removeable Tray  
- Ideal for a wide range of storage needs  
- Made of tough, injection molded plastic to ensure a precise fitting lid and durability  
- Top carrying handle, tension latches, tote tray, and padlock provision are also featured  
- 23 1/8" x 10 1/4" x 10 1/2"

**Accommodates VERUS® PRO, VERDICT®, SOLUS™-series, ETHOS®-series, Vantage PRO™**

---

**TPGDL1000**

$100.40 **$89.95**  
Blue-Point® Backlit Digital Tire Inflator/Gauge  
- Measures from 5 to 150 psi  
- Displays reading in psi, bar, kPa or kg/m²  
- Shock proof rubber guard helps prevent damage if dropped  
- 1/4” NPT fitting for inlet air connection  
- On/Off button for display light  
- Clip on air chuck  
- Batteries included

**_DUAL 80® TECHNOLOGY BASED RATCHETS_**

**T72**

$72.95 **$65.66**  
1/4” Ratchet  
- 7 teeth in contact with gear to provide strength and durability  
- 80 tooth gear (72 tooth gear on 1/4” Drive T series ratchets)  
- Up to 25% less ratcheting arc to engage the next gear tooth  
- Built for strength, precision and durability  
- Dual pawl design with patented sealed head that keeps out dirt and other contaminants

---
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- 1 ¾”, 3”, 6” and 11” in a storage tray (not shown)  
- Snap-on® impact sockets are heat-treated to optimal hardness to add impact resistance and ductility  
- Superior wall construction absorbs repeated impact cycling loads  
- Includes storage tray (not shown)
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- Durable brass construction promotes longevity and resists corrosion  
- +/- 1% accuracy exceeds ANSI standards and allows for use on vehicles with TPMS sensors  
- Dual scale measures from 5 psi to 50 psi and from 34.4 kPa to 344.7 kPa  
- The solid maple box protects and showcases this high quality gauge
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- Clip on air chuck  
- Batteries included
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- Superior wall construction absorbs repeated impact cycling loads  
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Blue-Point® Backlit Digital Tire Inflator/Gauge  
- Measures from 5 to 150 psi  
- Displays reading in psi, bar, kPa or kg/m²  
- Shock proof rubber guard helps prevent damage if dropped  
- 1/4” NPT fitting for inlet air connection  
- On/Off button for display light  
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**204IMXA**

$89.95 **$80.95**  
4pc 3/8” Drive Impact Extension Set  
- 1 ¾”, 3”, 6” and 11” in a storage tray (not shown)  
- Snap-on® impact sockets are heat-treated to optimal hardness to add impact resistance and ductility  
- Superior wall construction absorbs repeated impact cycling loads  
- Includes storage tray (not shown)
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**Under $100**

- **BDGCPL700**
  - **$80.00**
  - 8pc Blue-Point® Pliers and Cutters Set
  - BDGCPL700 includes three commonly used 8” pliers and 4 mini pliers to cover a large range of jobs.
  - BDGMP845 includes 8 commonly used mini pliers for precision work in confined spaces.
  - Laser-hardened cutting edges provide uniform hardness for consistent cutting and edge life.
  - Laser-hardening process improves chrome/nickel finish by eliminating the quenching-oil residue from the hardening process.
  - Mini pliers feature leaf-spring design for improved dexterity during precision work.
  - Cushioned vinyl grips offer comfort during extended use and make for easy clean up.

- **BDGMP845**
  - **$70.00**
  - 8pc Blue-Point Miniature Pliers and Cutters Set

- **SBGFMX104**
  - **$91.95**
  - 4pc. Combo File Set
  - Ergonomic designed, 2 component, non-slip grip prevents hand from slipping onto file blade.
  - Soft textured surface for excellent grip.
  - Symmetric handles, possible to use on the 2 sides with same level of comfort.

- **G1000A**
  - **$85.00**
  - 10 Gallon Portable Air Tank
  - Ample air source to inflate tires.
  - Port to drain moisture from tank.
  - Easy to read heavy-duty 160 psi gauge with 4’ long (200 psi) hose to easily reach valve stems.
  - Pop-off valve provides safety from over inflation.

- **YA52PBSQC**
  - **$75.50**
  - Blue-Point 52pc 1/4” Drive Hex-Shank Fractional Power Bit Set
  - (49) hex shank bits in short and long lengths, 2 hex adaptors and quick-change chuck.

- **DBBPC21**
  - **$94.95**
  - 21pc High Speed Cobalt Drill Bit Set
  - Jobber’s Length.
  - Includes: DBBPC1/16” thru DBBPC3/8 (1/16” to 3/8”) in metal drill bit index.

- **AIRTANK10**
  - **$110.00**
  - 10 Gallon Portable Air Tank

- **AV1000A**
  - **$85.00**
  - Blue-Point Air Vacuum
  - Ideal for vehicle media installation and body shops plus other applications in need of picking up dust, metal shavings or broken glass.
  - Large collection bag includes a debris baffle and sliding bag clamp for emptying debris.
  - Light weight ergonomic handle design.
  - Includes 8.7” aluminum extension tube, 8 1/2” plastic extension tube, flexible extension tube, pointed nozzle and crevice tool with brush.

Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.
**ECFSN1AAF** $103.45 $92.95
Focusing AA LED Flashlight
- Features newest technology ultra high LEDs that delivers 100 lumens of light output from a single AA alkaline battery
- One-handed slide focusing and focus lock system
- Anti-roll design keeps the flashlight in place
- 1.5 hours estimated run time
- 426' beam distance
- 4.5" L, 1" D

**ECFLASER90** $69.95 $59.95
90 Lumen Flood Beam With Laser LED Flashlight
- High output flood-beam LED flashlight with red laser illuminates and pinpoints work area
- Anodized aluminum barrel for corrosion resistance and durability
- Switch positions: white light only, white with laser, laser only
- Laser pointer to pinpoint exact area of needed repair
- Features high quality 3W Cree LED

**EEBM500** $107.65 $96.95
4A 6/12V Battery Maintainer
- Compatible with conventional, maintenance free, AGM, gel cell, spiral wound and deep cycle batteries
- Includes quick connect output cord with clamp set, ring terminal set and 12V adaptor output accessories
- Maintain battery on stored vehicles so they start when you need them

**EECT301H** $72.99 $65.50
12V Circuit Tester With Power
- Used to detect power via the RED LED and ground via the GREEN LED
- Uses 12V DC Power from vehicle with plug not clip

**EEPI175** $62.10 $55.95
175W Power Inverter
- Powers cell phones, computers, DVD players, Nintendo® DS, iPod® media players and more
- Convenient size fits in cup holder
- Provides 110V AC power inside your vehicle
- Plugs into vehicle 12V power outlet
- Two USB ports to power small electronic devices

**EFCBP20BLKA** (Black)
**EFCBP20OA** (Orange)
**EFCBP20A** (Blue)
**EFCBP20RA** (Red)
$85.95 $77.50 each
Blue-Point® Rechargeable Shop Light
- 20 LEDs provide up to 4 hours light output
- Robust construction and resistant to water and dust infiltration
- 180° folding design offers the ultimate in flexible positioning
- Includes 110V wall charger and 12V car charger

**EFCFLED215A** $86.95 $78.26
Multi Led Shop Light
- 21 front facing LEDs that provide high light output to work surfaces
- 5 LEDs on top that provide spot-beam coverage
- 180° folding design enables multi-positioning

**Micro Top Chest**
**KMC923APCN** (Royal Blue)
**KMC923APL** (Cranberry—not shown)
$79.99 $69.95 each
- Real working storage at 1/4 Scale
- Measures 8 1/2" W x 4 1/2" D x 4 5/8" H
- Drop-front cover
- Three working drawers
- Drawer depth approximately 7/8"

**ECFSN1AAF** $103.45 $92.95
Focusing AA LED Flashlight
- Features newest technology ultra high LEDs that delivers 100 lumens of light output from a single AA alkaline battery
- One-handed slide focusing and focus lock system
- Anti-roll design keeps the flashlight in place
- 1.5 hours estimated run time
- 426' beam distance
- 4.5" L, 1" D

**ECFLASER90** $69.95 $59.95
90 Lumen Flood Beam With Laser LED Flashlight
- High output flood-beam LED flashlight with red laser illuminates and pinpoints work area
- Anodized aluminum barrel for corrosion resistance and durability
- Switch positions: white light only, white with laser, laser only
- Laser pointer to pinpoint exact area of needed repair
- Features high quality 3W Cree LED

**EEBM500** $107.65 $96.95
4A 6/12V Battery Maintainer
- Compatible with conventional, maintenance free, AGM, gel cell, spiral wound and deep cycle batteries
- Includes quick connect output cord with clamp set, ring terminal set and 12V adaptor output accessories
- Maintain battery on stored vehicles so they start when you need them

**EECT301H** $72.99 $65.50
12V Circuit Tester With Power
- Used to detect power via the RED LED and ground via the GREEN LED
- Uses 12V DC Power from vehicle with plug not clip

**EEPI175** $62.10 $55.95
175W Power Inverter
- Powers cell phones, computers, DVD players, Nintendo® DS, iPod® media players and more
- Convenient size fits in cup holder
- Provides 110V AC power inside your vehicle
- Plugs into vehicle 12V power outlet
- Two USB ports to power small electronic devices

**EFCBP20BLKA** (Black)
**EFCBP20OA** (Orange)
**EFCBP20A** (Blue)
**EFCBP20RA** (Red)
$85.95 $77.50 each
Blue-Point® Rechargeable Shop Light
- 20 LEDs provide up to 4 hours light output
- Robust construction and resistant to water and dust infiltration
- 180° folding design offers the ultimate in flexible positioning
- Includes 110V wall charger and 12V car charger

**EFCFLED215A** $86.95 $78.26
Multi Led Shop Light
- 21 front facing LEDs that provide high light output to work surfaces
- 5 LEDs on top that provide spot-beam coverage
- 180° folding design enables multi-positioning
UNDER $250

**ECU4722** $144.85 $130.50
2-Led Pro Angle Light with 25’ Cord & Power Tap
- Wide-angle lens creates a mini-floodlight for broad coverage
- POLYGROUND diffuser lens softens the light to reduce shadows for close-up use

**MIGCARTA** $216.80 $195.00
MIG Welder and Plasma Cutter Cart
- Features 2 trays along with 20” L x 12 3/4” W top tray to hold MIG welders and plasma cutters
- Includes cylinder bracket with adjustable chain to hold multiple diameter gas bottles

**JCW10** $129.30 $116.00
Blue-Point® Adjustable Creeper
- 40” metal frame creeper with adjustable headrest

**EESM500** $170.75 $153.50
Soft-Side Memory Saver
- Provides 12V power via OBD II port to the vehicle’s computer system saving settings such as radio, seat position, DTCs, keyless entry and more when vehicle battery is disconnected for service
- Soft-side case will not scratch or dent vehicle’s interior and console like a traditional unit’s hard-plastic housing

**TD2425** $199.95 $179.96
41pc Tap and Die Set
- Includes taps and dies from #4 to 1/2” in both NF and NC threads, a pipe thread tap and die, plus two die stocks, three tap wrenches, a screw pitch gauge, and a screwdriver for adjusting dies in a storage case
- The three largest die stocks (TD10A, TD35, and TD40) are self-centering and adjust to the diameter of the bolt

**BLPVAC5** $181.50 $163.50
Blue-Point® 5-Gallon Industrial Wet/Dry Vacuum
- Combines the highest degree of suction/airflow
- Designed for strong performance with less motor strain

**YAKS22A** $139.95 $125.95
15W-75W Butane Soldering Kit
- Versatile, compact professional soldering iron with ultrasonically welded gas tank for better strength, safety & reliability
- Made with butane compatible plastics to prevent gas from leaking
- Converts to a torch, heat shrink tool and hot knife with the addition of interchangeable tips
- Kit includes 8 tips: hot air, heat shrink, torch, hot knife with 4 soldering tips

**EEPV500** $213.99 $192.50
Compression Test Kit
- Intended for use on gas engines that do not exceed 300 psi compression
- Maintains highest compression test reading and resets to zero with a push button release valve

**MTTL800** $199.99 $143.95
Modular Test Leads Kit
- Exceptional versatility for most auto testing needs
- Use with any DMM

**EEDM504D** $238.99 $215.00
Auto-Ranging Digital Multimeter
- Our most popular DMM
- AC & DC volts, AC & DC AMPS resistance capacitance, data hold and more

**EESM500** $170.75 $153.50
Soft-Side Memory Saver
- Provides 12V power via OBD II port to the vehicle’s computer system saving settings such as radio, seat position, DTCs, keyless entry and more when vehicle battery is disconnected for service
- Soft-side case will not scratch or dent vehicle’s interior and console like a traditional unit’s hard-plastic housing

**YAKS22A** $139.95 $125.95
15W-75W Butane Soldering Kit
- Versatile, compact professional soldering iron with ultrasonically welded gas tank for better strength, safety & reliability
- Made with butane compatible plastics to prevent gas from leaking
- Converts to a torch, heat shrink tool and hot knife with the addition of interchangeable tips
- Kit includes 8 tips: hot air, heat shrink, torch, hot knife with 4 soldering tips

**BLPVAC5** $181.50 $163.50
Blue-Point® 5-Gallon Industrial Wet/Dry Vacuum
- Combines the highest degree of suction/airflow
- Designed for strong performance with less motor strain

**TD2425** $199.95 $179.96
41pc Tap and Die Set
- Includes taps and dies from #4 to 1/2” in both NF and NC threads, a pipe thread tap and die, plus two die stocks, three tap wrenches, a screw pitch gauge, and a screwdriver for adjusting dies in a storage case
- The three largest die stocks (TD10A, TD35, and TD40) are self-centering and adjust to the diameter of the bolt

**MIGCARTA** $216.80 $195.00
MIG Welder and Plasma Cutter Cart
- Features 2 trays along with 20” L x 12 3/4” W top tray to hold MIG welders and plasma cutters
- Includes cylinder bracket with adjustable chain to hold multiple diameter gas bottles

**JCW10** $129.30 $116.00
Blue-Point® Adjustable Creeper
- 40” metal frame creeper with adjustable headrest

**EESM500** $170.75 $153.50
Soft-Side Memory Saver
- Provides 12V power via OBD II port to the vehicle’s computer system saving settings such as radio, seat position, DTCs, keyless entry and more when vehicle battery is disconnected for service
- Soft-side case will not scratch or dent vehicle’s interior and console like a traditional unit’s hard-plastic housing

**TD2425** $199.95 $179.96
41pc Tap and Die Set
- Includes taps and dies from #4 to 1/2” in both NF and NC threads, a pipe thread tap and die, plus two die stocks, three tap wrenches, a screw pitch gauge, and a screwdriver for adjusting dies in a storage case
- The three largest die stocks (TD10A, TD35, and TD40) are self-centering and adjust to the diameter of the bolt

**BLPVAC5** $181.50 $163.50
Blue-Point® 5-Gallon Industrial Wet/Dry Vacuum
- Combines the highest degree of suction/airflow
- Designed for strong performance with less motor strain

**YAKS22A** $139.95 $125.95
15W-75W Butane Soldering Kit
- Versatile, compact professional soldering iron with ultrasonically welded gas tank for better strength, safety & reliability
- Made with butane compatible plastics to prevent gas from leaking
- Converts to a torch, heat shrink tool and hot knife with the addition of interchangeable tips
- Kit includes 8 tips: hot air, heat shrink, torch, hot knife with 4 soldering tips

**EEPV500** $213.99 $192.50
Compression Test Kit
- Intended for use on gas engines that do not exceed 300 psi compression
- Maintains highest compression test reading and resets to zero with a push button release valve

Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.
Limited quantities. Participating franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.

SOEX707  $212.00  $190.80
7pc 12-Point Fractional Flank Drive® Plus Combination Wrench Set (¼” – ¾”)
• Open end head design distributes applied stress over the entire radius of the open end enhancing wrench strength
• 7.5° offset broaching allows the user to flip the box end over to obtain a more advantageous grip on a fastener for restricted clearance areas

AT738  $274.95  $246.95
Blue-Point Heavy Duty 3/8” Dr. Air Ratchet (0-60 ft. lb.)
• Impacting mechanism absorbs kickback when running fasteners tight
• High RPM removes fasteners quickly
• Ideal tool for muffler clamps, shocks, water pumps, radiators and spark plug replacement

AT321  $223.95  $201.45
Blue-Point® 3/8” Drive Heavy Duty Air Impact Wrench
• 20-125 ft. lb. single hammer impact mechanism and steel nose case with light weight aluminum housing
• Convenient slide bar for forward/reverse

AT2050  $199.95  $179.95
Blue-Point Heavy Duty Air Hammer
• Intended for heavy-duty applications such as cutting large bolts and rivets, separating ball joints, cutting heavy gauge sheet metal and driving bushings
• Variable speed trigger with built-in air regulator
• Includes quick change retainer

BDGPL800  $129.30
Blue-Point 8pc Pliers and Cutters Set
• Dipped grips deliver comfort
• Drop forged chrome/nickel alloy for a corrosion resistant finish
• Includes adjustable joint pliers, slip joint pliers, (2) needle nose pliers, lineman’s pliers, (2) diagonal cutters plus end cutters in storage tray

PHG1005AK  $237.95  $214.00
5pc Air Hammer Bit Set
• Set includes PHG51A, PHG55A, PHG61A, PHG57A and PHG70A in a C0508 Kit Bag
• Machined blades for cleaner cuts, rips and removal of sheet metal, tail pipes and welds

CAG6850DBKIT  $145.00
Cordless Adhesive Gun
• Professional grade tool and adhesives
• Low battery warning signal and auto shut off alarm
• 4 different types of adhesive sticks available
• High efficiency melt chamber
• Precision solid state temperature control
• 2 finger trigger and convenient back loading
• Tricolored operational lighting
• Battery and Charger sold separately

Exclusive Ken Onion Designed Large Wrinkle Knife
SEK74MAKK (Black), SEK74MAKO (Orange), SEK74MAKR (Red), SEK74MAKG (Green)  $127.50 each
• Japanese AUS 8 high carbon steel provides superior cutting performance and incredible edge retention
• Modified Hollow Ground Drop Point blade reduces resistance when cutting while versatile blade shape is ideal for cutting, skinning and scraping
• Ambidextrous flipper and IKBS bearing system ensure smooth, fast opening without springs
• 6061 T6 Cold Forged Anodized Aluminum handle is durable, light weight, and built to withstand the abuse of a shop environment

www.snapon.com
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Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.
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**PT100A**

- Mini Die Grinder

**PT200A**

- Die Grinder

**PT250A**

- 3” Cut Off Tool

**206AFX**

- 6pc 3/8” Dr. Knurled Extension Set (1 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8” and 11”)
  - FX1 thru FXK11 in a plastic tray (not shown)
  - Chamfered drive ends for easy engagement
  - Cold formed for robust performance and made from a single piece of steel
  - Small diameter shank for maximum accessibility

**AT402MCKA**

- 72pc Dual Action 3” Micro Sander Kit
  - Use to deliver fine swirl free results when sanding, feather edging, scuff sanding, sanding primer surfaces, top coating surface preps, scuffing door and rocker panel jams plus other finesse sanding applications
  - Includes AT402MCA Micro Sander, (1) 3” Hook-It™ pad, (25) 3” 180 grit pads, (25) 3” 200 grit pads, (10) 3” 320 grit pads and (10) 3” 800-grit pads in storage case

**SDMEXT19K**

- 19pc 1/4” Hex Shank Adaptor And Bit Set
  - A perfect accessory kit for cordless, electric and pneumatic drills and screwdrivers
  - Includes the most popular sizes & lengths of extensions, adaptors & bits for most applications
  - 1/4” hex to 1/4” or 3/8” square drives hex-to-square adaptors for use with sockets (2” and 6” long)
  - Magnetic bit holder for use with insert bits
  - Quick change coupler for use with 1/4” hex power bits
  - Includes 3 flat tip and 3 PHILLIPS® insert bits plus 3 PHILLIPS and 3 TORX® power bits
  - Comes in a blow molded storage case

**ETB1580B**

- 7” Electric Angle Polisher
  - 11.0 Amps
  - Six-position speed setting — providing the desired speed you need for a specific job
  - Variable-speed trigger — allows you to vary the speed within a specific speed setting, offering precise control
  - Two-position auxiliary handle — for left-handed or right-handed users
  - Push-button spindle lock — eliminates the need for spindle wrenches
  - Polishing discs — backings have VELCRO® brand hook and loop fasteners for fast pad changes

**SDMEXT19K**

- 19pc 1/4” Hex Shank Adaptor And Bit Set
  - A perfect accessory kit for cordless, electric and pneumatic drills and screwdrivers
  - Includes the most popular sizes & lengths of extensions, adaptors & bits for most applications
  - 1/4” hex to 1/4” or 3/8” square drives hex-to-square adaptors for use with sockets (2” and 6” long)
  - Magnetic bit holder for use with insert bits
  - Quick change coupler for use with 1/4” hex power bits
  - Includes 3 flat tip and 3 PHILLIPS® insert bits plus 3 PHILLIPS and 3 TORX® power bits
  - Comes in a blow molded storage case

**CT5561CL**

- 1/4” Quick Change Hex Ni-Cad Cordless Screwdriver
  - 60 in. lbs. of torque output
  - 6 position clutch means torque can be set to match the job requirements
  - Glass filled nylon housing delivers durable high impact strength for longer tool life
  - Includes case, charger and 2 batteries

---

**UNDER $250**

**AT402MCKA** $252.69 $227.00

**SDMEXT19K** $134.95 $121.50

**ETB1580B** $225.00 $202.50

**PT100A** $181.00

**PT200A** $242.00

**PT250A** $232.00

**206AFX** $135.95

**AT402MCKA** $252.69

**SDMEXT19K** $134.95

**ETB1580B** $225.00

**PT100A** $181.00

**PT200A** $242.00

**PT250A** $232.00

**CT5561CL** $165.00

---

Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.
Limited quantities. Participating franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.

**CDR4450DB $219.00**
14.4 Volt 1/2” Dr. Drill (Body Only)
- 400 in. lbs. of torque output
- Small, light weight design to access tight spaces
- Integrated soft grip handle gives positive tool control to work longer with less fatigue
- 55 minute battery charge
- Includes case, charger and 2 batteries

**CT561 $242.00**
3/4” Dr. Ni-Cad Cordless Impact Wrench
- 50 ft. lbs. torque output; 3,000 blows per minute
- Small, light weight design to access tight spaces
- Includes case, charger and 2 batteries

**AT615K $479.65 $431.95**
Belt Sander Kit
- 0.5 HP for long lasting performance
- Grinding head pivots 360° for flexibility
- Belt guard detaches for quick abrasive changes

**CT525 $242.00**
7.2V Ni-Cad 3/4” Dr. Cordless Impact Wrench
- 40 ft. lbs. torque output
- Pistol grip style handle for ease of use & extra comfort
- Toggle style trigger
- Glass filled nylon housing delivers high impact strength
- Includes CTC572 Charger and 2) CTB5172 batteries in a soft case

**PT110ADGK $300.00 $259.95**
Mini Die Grinder Set
- Includes PT110A Mini Angle Grinder, 2” and 3” medium and coarse surface prep discs, coating removal disks, roloc holders, connecting shank, service wrenches and blow mold tray with clear cover
- 50 ft. lbs. torque output; 3,000 blows per minute
- Small, light weight design to access tight spaces
- Integrated soft grip handle gives positive tool control to work longer with less fatigue
- 55 minute battery charge
- Includes case, charger and 2 batteries

**CT661QC $300.00**
1/4” Hex Cordless 7.2V Lithium Impact Wrench
- 40 ft. lbs. torque output
- Patented digital variable-speed toggle style trigger for precise control
- Built-in brake stops the anvil from spinning
- Twin beam LED headlights illuminate work area
- Cushion grip handle provides positive tool control with less fatigue
- Includes case, charger, and 2 batteries

**CT661 $300.00**
1/4" Sq. Dr. Cordless 7.2V Lithium Impact Wrench
- 40 ft. lbs. torque output
- Patented digital variable-speed toggle style trigger for precise control
- Built-in brake stops the anvil from spinning
- Twin beam LED headlights illuminate work area
- Cushion grip handle provides positive tool control with less fatigue
- Includes case, charger, and 2 batteries

**RACEJACKSET $449.95 $404.95**
Blue-Point® 3pc Service Jack and Stands
- Jack lifts load to full height in seven pumps
- Two-position handle knurl accommodates in close and full-length gripping
- Min. height 3 1/2”; max height 17 3/8”

**CT661SK $450.75**
7.2V Lithium Cordless Screwdriver Combo Kit
- 9 position clutch for versatility
- 1/4” hex quick change chuck
- Screened motor keeps debris from entering critical components
- Patented digital variable-speed toggle style trigger for precise control
- Glass-filled nylon housing for durability
- Includes case, charger, 2 batteries and 33pc set

**UNDER $250**

**RACEJACKSET $449.95 $404.95**
Blue-Point® 3pc Service Jack and Stands
- Jack lifts load to full height in seven pumps
- Two-position handle knurl accommodates in close and full-length gripping
- Min. height 3 1/2”; max height 17 3/8”

**UNDER $500**

**CT525 $242.00**
7.2V Ni-Cad 3/4” Dr. Cordless Impact Wrench
- 40 ft. lbs. torque output
- Pistol grip style handle for ease of use & extra comfort
- Toggle style trigger
- 55 minute battery charge
- Glass filled nylon housing delivers high impact strength
- Includes CTC572 Charger and 2) CTB5172 batteries in a soft case

**CT561 $242.00**
3/4” Dr. Ni-Cad Cordless Impact Wrench
- 50 ft. lbs. torque output; 3,000 blows per minute
- Small, light weight design to access tight spaces
- Includes case, charger and 2 batteries

**CT661QC $300.00**
1/4” Hex Cordless 7.2V Lithium Impact Wrench
- 40 ft. lbs. torque output
- Patented digital variable-speed toggle style trigger for precise control
- Built-in brake stops the anvil from spinning
- Twin beam LED headlights illuminate work area
- Cushion grip handle provides positive tool control with less fatigue
- Includes case, charger, and 2 batteries

**CT661 $300.00**
1/4” Sq. Dr. Cordless 7.2V Lithium Impact Wrench
- 40 ft. lbs. torque output
- Patented digital variable-speed toggle style trigger for precise control
- Built-in brake stops the anvil from spinning
- Twin beam LED headlights illuminate work area
- Cushion grip handle provides positive tool control with less fatigue
- Includes case, charger, and 2 batteries

**PT110ADGK $300.00 $259.95**
Mini Die Grinder Set
- Includes PT110A Mini Angle Grinder, 2” and 3” medium and coarse surface prep discs, coating removal disks, roloc holders, connecting shank, service wrenches and blow mold tray with clear cover
- 50 ft. lbs. torque output; 3,000 blows per minute
- Small, light weight design to access tight spaces
- Integrated soft grip handle gives positive tool control to work longer with less fatigue
- 55 minute battery charge
- Includes case, charger and 2 batteries

**AT615K $479.65 $431.95**
Belt Sander Kit
- 0.5 HP for long lasting performance
- Grinding head pivots 360° for flexibility
- Belt guard detaches for quick abrasive changes

**CT661SK $450.75**
7.2V Lithium Cordless Screwdriver Combo Kit
- 9 position clutch for versatility
- 1/4” hex quick change chuck
- Screened motor keeps debris from entering critical components
- Patented digital variable-speed toggle style trigger for precise control
- Glass-filled nylon housing for durability
- Includes case, charger, 2 batteries and 33pc set
Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.

**ETB144DBDIL** $530.00 $477.00
*Blue-Point 14.4V Combo Kit with Drill Bit Set*
- (1) 3/4" Dr. impact with 140 ft. lbs. torque with heavy-duty impact mechanism
- (1) 3/4" keyless chuck 2 speed drill (400/1400 RPM) with variable speed trigger
- (1) LED work light with 90 degree pivoting head and faceted reflector
- (2) 14.4V batteries 1.9Ah that slide on
- (1) 14.4V battery charger
- (1) 13pc titanium drill bit set
- (1) Heavy-duty tote bag with double zipper

**FAR7000** $339.00
*3/8" Dr. Air Ratchet*
- High speed, low torque air ratchet
- 410 RPM free speed for fast removal/installation
- Maximum torque of 30 ft./lb. won't strip threads
- Slim drive head combined with a long reach—11.2" overall length—makes getting into tight spots easy
- Adjustable exhaust deflector directs exhaust away from the work area
- Light weight—just 2.08 lb.—combined with the ergonomic comfort grip handle reduces fatigue
- 2.6 CFM air consumption

**QD2FR75** $299.00 $261.00
*3/8" Dr. QD Series Flex-Head Torque Wrench*
- 5 to 75 ft. lbs.; accurate ±4% CW and ±6% CCW from 20% to 100% of full scale
- Consistently accurate readings and rugged, trouble free performance
- Easy reading laser marked scale
- Includes storage tray (not shown)

**FAR25A** $320.00
*1/4" Dr. Air Ratchet*
- Air motor vanes resist wear, chipping, cracking and moisture for better performance
- Needle bearing supported drive shaft provides a smooth running tool
- Replaceable air inlet bushing prevents cross threading of air inlet on handle

**MG325** $409.00
*3/8" Dr. Super-Duty Impact Wrench*
- 325 ft. lbs. max torque; 10,700 RPM free speed; 1,400 blows per minute
- Twin-hammer impact mechanism provides harder hitting blows
- Cushion trigger for comfort
- 2-year warranty

**CT4410A** $450.00
*3/8" Dr. 14.4V Cordless Impact Wrench*
- 150 ft. lbs. of torque output
- Super heavy-duty impact mechanism
- Heat-treated alloy gears
- One-handed forward/reverse switch
- Built-in light
- Includes: 2 batteries, charger and case (not shown)

**FAR1440DB** $539.00 $477.00
*Blue-Point 14.4V Right Angle Cordless Driver/Drill*
- 140 ft. lbs. maximum torque
- 3/4" stainless steel keyed chuck
- Includes: 2 Ni-Cad batteries, charger and case (not shown)

**SOEXM710** $344.00 $309.60
*10pc 12-Point Metric Flank Drive® Plus Combination Wrench Set (10mm to 19mm)*
- Flank Drive Plus open end and 12-point ratcheting Flank Drive box end wrenches
- Teeth draw the fastener into the wrench with the Flank Drive Plus wrenching system to provide up to 62% more turning power and strength than any other open design
- Heat-treated forged steel for increased strength, durability and reduced wear and breakage
- Includes storage tray (not shown)

**MG325** $409.00
*3/8" Dr. Super-Duty Impact Wrench*
- 325 ft. lbs. max torque; 10,700 RPM free speed; 1,400 blows per minute
- Twin-hammer impact mechanism provides harder hitting blows
- Cushion trigger for comfort
- 2-year warranty

**ETB14440A** $380.00 $270.00
*Blue-Point® Mini 14.4V Right Angle Cordless Driver/Drill*
- 140 ft. lbs. maximum torque
- 3/4" stainless steel keyed chuck
- Includes: 2 Ni-Cad batteries, charger and case (not shown)

**UNDER $500**
YA2636 $445.95 $400.50
Electronic 6/12/24/36V Battery/Starting/Charging System Diagnostic Tester
• 100 CCA to 3500 CCA battery size range
• Patented conductance technology
• Bad cell is detected and displays
• Detects and displays alternator ripple
• Temperature compensation prompt
• Includes RoHA compliant post adapters
• Optional printer (HHGA-5)

EEDM575D $331.20 $298.00
A/C D/C True RMS Digital Clamp-On Meter
• Measure starting current to 400 amp, as well as volts, resistance and frequency
• Diagnose wheel speed sensors, injector control signals, cam & crank outputs, and test cables, connections and fuses

EESC720 $399.95 $359.95
MICROSCAN® III OBD-II Global Scanner
• Read and clear OBD II codes and display live data parameters in under 30 seconds
• Exclusive built-in code tip database shows possible causes of engine fault codes
• Includes: MICROSCAN III Scan Tool, 5’ data cable with OBD II connector, USB cable and quick start guide

EEPV509 $279.99 $251.95
Cylinder Leakage Tester
• Use on all U.S. and import engines
• Input pressure gauge displays input air pressure for proper cylinder leakage test set up and accurate results
• Pressure gauge range is 0-100 psi (0-700 kPa) in 2 psi (20 kPa) increments
• Cylinder leakage gauge displays leakage as a percentage of input pressure with 3 distinctive zones of high, moderate and low

EESC319 $1,599.00 $1,435.50
Ethos® Plus Scan Tool
• Big, easy to view 5.6” full-color VGA display for clear, accurate results
• Keyless vehicle adapter for simple hookup
• Lightning fast operation with 4-way keypad and touchscreen
• Coverage for over 40 makes of domestic, Asian, and (optional) European vehicles

EESC500 $699.00 $621.00
6V/12V Battery and Electrical System Tester
• Tests regular, AGM, gel cell and power-sport batteries
• Patented conductance technology
• Built-in printer provides test results for customers
• On screen commands in 7 languages
**OVER $500**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Discounted Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLASMA30i</strong></td>
<td>$3,579.25</td>
<td>$3,221.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25A Dual-Voltage Plasma Cutter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severs 1/2&quot; materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Allows depth-of-cut adjustment for cutting around spot welds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ideal for panel replacement especially on vehicles with high strength steel panels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 115V or 230VAC 50/60Hz input voltages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **MIG140**                  | $2,225.00    | $2,092.50        |
| 140A Workhorse MIG Welder   |             |                  |
| • Welds up to 1/4" in a single pass | | |
| • Ideal for shops that are limited to 115V wall outlet input power | | |
| • No need to purchase a welding cart—comes with complete running gear | | |

| **PLASMA25**                | $2,425.15    | $2,182.50        |
| 25 Amp Standard Plasma Cutter |             |                  |
| • Severs up to 3/8" material |              |                  |
| • Ideal for auto body repair shops, custom fabrication shops, HVAC work and stainless steel fabrication | | |

| **MIG135**                  | $1,547.35    | $1,392.50        |
| MIG Wire Feed Portable Welder |             |                  |
| • 135A wire feed MIG welder welds up to 3/16" in a single pass | | |
| • Uses 7 heat settings to weld from 24 gage to 1/4" thick steel | | |

| **KRA2007FPC (Black)**     | $1,095.00    | $985.50          |
| 7-Drawer Heritage Single-Bank Roll Cab | | |
| • 100 lb. rated ball bearing slides on all drawers | | |
| • 2,800 square inches with 10,000 cubic inches of storage space | | |
| • 1,100 lb. load capacity | | |

| **KMC18043NOR (Orange)**   | $750.00      | $675.00          |
| **KMC18043NGR (Green)**    |              |                  |
| **KMC18043NBK (Black)**    |              |                  |
| **KMC18043NTN (Tan)**      |              |                  |
| 7 Drawer 18" All Weather Mobile Tool Chest | | |
| • Waterproof and dust proof design | | |
| • Drawers fully extend on proprietary composite slides | | |
| • Telescoping trolley handle with higher reach | | |
| • Urethane casters for smooth rolling | | |

| **KRA2106FPBO**            | $1,795.00    |                  |
| 6 Drawer Single Bank Roll Cab |              |                  |
| • Full double wall construction features two full layers of heavy-duty steel to provide strength and durability | | |
| • Each drawer has a 100 lb. (45kg) load capacity | | |
| • Double slides can be added to drawers to increase load capacity | | |
| • 5" soft wheels on casters (2 locking swivel and 2 fixed) | | |
| • Precut drawer liners help keep tools stationary in drawer | | |
| • Drawers are interchangeable | | |

**While every attempt is made to ensure accuracy, errors during publication can occur. Product features and specifications can change. Pricing can change. Limited quantities. Participating Franchisees only. Offer expires June 30, 2013. Offer cannot be combined with any other discounts or trade-ins.**
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